The salient features like social aspects, low end of technologies, sophistication, unionized work force and cumbersome legal system basically mark Indian insurance. Therefore Indian insurance must develop its own body of concepts and principles revolving around distinctive characteristics of services tempered with the imperatives of Indian situation.

**SCOPE FOR FURTHER RESEARCH**

There are wide spread scope, related to this topic for the future researchers. The one who take up the same research topic may go for analyzing the performance of the private players and public sectors in Indian Insurance Industry. This may also be compared with the Foreign Insurance business.

The customers of the companies may be compared with their opinions on the progress of even the private insurance companies separately. The financial status, the market updates and the ratings of private insurance companies may also be analysed. There is a scope for the study related to the human resources working for the growth of the both insurance businesses. The marketing aspects of the private players may also be studied with the help of the strategies followed by them.

With these above views, the future researchers may take up their studies and draw some different solutions to every problem.
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